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GREEN BUILDING is rapidly becoming the norm for new large building 
projects. As awareness, price and environmental pressures rise, so too has the 

demand for sustainable office and commercial space. New design strategies, building 
materials, and approaches are contributing to an ever more 

innovative and rapidly changing built environment. Get the latest thinking, perspectives, case 
studies, and projects as they unfold in multiple presentations and interactive discussions at the 

9TH ANNUAL GREEN BUILDING CONFERENCE.

Along with the traditional high level lectures by international and regional speakers, and for the first 
time in 2015, the Green Building Conference interfaces with other sustainability seminars, 
offering unique insights from different industries that all impact on green building design. 

African Capital Cities Sustainability Forum, Sustainable Energy, Water, Waste, Mobility, and Infrastructure 
are just some of the focus areas woven into the multiple parallel session choices 

available to Green Building delegates on Day 2 of the conference:

DELEGATE PRICES
DELEGATE-R3500 • STUDENT-R1000 

(all plus vat)

Optional Extra Days:
23 June: African Capital Cities Sustainability Forum (optional)

26 June: Technical Tours in and around the City of Tshwane (optional)
Price for optional extras: R1 750

HOSTED BY:

SUSTAINABILITY

WEEK



TOMOHIKO AMEMIYA
Tomohiko Amemiya is a co-founder architect of UNITYDESIGN Inc and researcher at Tokyo University. He received 
his B.A. in Architecture and M.A. in Environmental studies from Tokyo University. While engaging in several domestic 
architectural projects, he has also been working on foreign projects such as Slum Housing Project, Megacity Skeleton, 
in Jakarta.

KEN STUCKE
Ken is the sole director of Environment Response Architecture (ERA Architects), a small practice specialising in Green 
Architecture for the last 20 years.   Ken is also a Senior Lecturer in the subjects of Design, Construction, and Building Per-
formance at The University of Johannesburg’s School of Architecture. Ken has also worked hands on as both a contractor 
and an architect in various countries, ranging from France and England to Botswana and South Africa. 

PROFESSOR BARBARA NORMAN
Professor Barbara Norman is the Foundation Chair of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Canberra. Professor 
Norman is Director of Canberra Urban and Regional Futures (CURF) and an Adjunct Professor with The Australian Na-
tional University. She is a Life Fellow and past national president of the Planning Institute of Australia and Life Honorary 
Fellow of the Royal Town Planning Institute (UK). Barbara has a substantial professional background having worked 
at all levels of government and run her own practice. Her current research and teaching interests include sustainable 
cities and regions, coastal planning, climate change adaptation and urban governance. 

PROFESSOR CHRISNA DU PLESSIS
Chrisna du Plessis is Associate Professor at the Department of Construction Economics, University of Pretoria. Her 
research concentrates on developing the principles and guiding frameworks for the practices of sustainable construc-
tion and human settlement development, with a focus on resilience and regeneration.  She has recently published 
Designing for Hope: Pathways to regenerative sustainability with Routledge.  

LLEWELLYN VAN WYK
Llewellyn is an architectural scientist and thinker, specialising in innovative and resilient building technologies and 
methods, with a particular interest in sustainability science design theory. Llewellyn is a Principal Researcher in the Built 
Environment Unit (Building Science and Technology) at the CSIR. In addition to chairing this conference, Llewellyn is 
also editor of the annual Green Building Handbook, Sustainable Infrastructure Handbook, and Sustainable Materials and 
Technology Handbook.

DAY 1: PLENARY

RODNEY MILFORD
Rodney Milford is currently Programme Manager; Construction Industry Performance at the Construction Industry 
Development Board (cidb), and previously Director of CSIR Building and Construction Technology (Boutek). Rodney has 
played a leading role in the development of SANS 1544 Energy Performance Certificates for buildings, and is supporting 
the Department of Energy and of Public Works in the implementation of EPCs.  

PAUL MARAIS
After graduating with a BArch from University of the Witwatersrand 1991, Paul Marais worked as an Architect designing 
hospitals, before starting his own practice as a sustainable architect working with natural materials, having designed 
straw bale, cob, adobe and rammed earth energy efficient structures. He is presently researching rammed earth.

MARK OLWENY
Mark Olweny is Senior Lecturer in Architecture in the Faculty of the Built Environment, Uganda Martyrs University. He 
research interest is in the environmental performance of buildings in upland tropical environments. In addition, Mark is 
also interested in architectural pedagogy, and is currently undertaking research on the role of social-cultural factors in 
the understanding of environmental factors, and how this can be fed back into architectural education.



PARTNER SPONSORS:

DAY 2: BREAKAWAYS

Design for deconstruction and recyclability – 
construction sector example

Greater energy  independence through a com-
bination of EE and RE

Urban Water Security – The Story of African 
Cities
“Water realities for African cities”

Topic: Architectural design of buildings for zero 
waste - modeluar approaches to construction, and 
design for deconstruction

Speaker:  Dr Tobias Bischof-Niemz, CSIR
Topic: The CSIR’s Integrated Energy Initiative

Speaker: Dept of Water and Sanitation
Topic: Urban water – the realities facing South 
African cities

Speaker: Van Dyck Carpets
Topic: Building materials designed for recovery and 
recyclability

Speaker: Reshard Sayed, BMW
Topic: Self generation and energy efficiency

Speaker: Hastings Chikoko (C40)
Topic: Water security in the context of climate 
change for African cities

Speaker: Nick Mannie Technical Director Waste, 
Aurecon
Topic: Construction and Demolition waste in terms 
of managing and planning.

Speaker: Pieter Malherbe, MD, Teva
Topic: Long-Term Economic Benefit Through 
Sustainable Design of Buildings: An Energy-Efficient 
View

Speaker: Alex McNamara (NBI)
Topic: Water scarcity as it affects business in devel-
oping cities

Panel discussion – Question: Can we use design to 
eliminate future waste in the construction sector?

Panel discussion – Question: How feasible is it to 
achieve energy independence, does the certainty of 
supply justify the premium?

Panel discussion – Question: How can we best 
deal with water scarcity challenges in the urban 
environment?

Operational Sustainability 
(Green Hotels & Resorts)

Water in Industry Infrastructure for Sustainable Utilities

Speaker: Crafford & Crafford Architects
Topic: A review of sustainable architecural design for 
leisure such as hoyels and resorts in African context

Speaker: NCPC
Topic: Redesigning systems and processes to 
increase output using less water (efficiency case 
study)

Topic: Infrastructure for latge scale renewable 
energy projects, and related urban scale sustainable 
energy game changers

Topic: Green leisure building - a Case Study illustra-
tion how operational efficiencies can be achieved 
within the leisure sector

Speaker: Windhoek Breweries
Topic: Onsite water processing – moving from 
compliance (cost) to recycling (opportunity)

Topic: Infrastructure to ensure the preservation of a 
sustainable water resource

Speaker: City of Tshwane
Topic: Municipalities working with industry to 
advance sustainable water practices.

Topic: Infrastructure to enable a shift to sustainable 
approaches nto resource recovery and recycling

Panel discussion – Question: What are the benefits 
of green design for hotels and resorts?

Panel discussion – Question: Understanding the 
relationship between water and industrialisation - 
can we use alternative thinking and approaches to 
solve the conundrum of needing more water in the 
face of decreasing forecasts?

Panel discussion - to enable corporate and individu-
al citezens to operate and live more sustainably. our 
cities require infrastructure, how can we ensure that 
infrastructure planning and investments achieve 
this outcome?

TEA

LUNCH
Tackling Energy Poverty in new and existing 
human settlements

Infrastructure for Sustainable Human 
Settlements

Speaker: Mothusi Guy, Peer Africa
Topic: Alternative/renewable energy solution for 
human settlements

Topic: Insitu upgrading of informal settlements - 
how can infrastructure be developed from the grass 
roots up?

Speaker: BASF
Topic: Energy efficient approaches for low income 
households

Topic: Best practice design and planning for new 
sustainable developments - with the correct infra-
structure in place, occupants of new settlements 
can be locked into a low cost and low impact future 

Panel Discussion – Question: Can renewables such 
as roof top solar combined with energy efficient 
buildings enable low impact electrification and lock 
households into a low cost future?

Panel discussion

Buildings Sustainable Energy at the City Scale

Topic: Building design for water efficiency Speaker: Jaco Cronje, Katika Consulting
Topic: How cities can increase their attractiveness

Speaker: Geberit
Topic: Water recycling in buildings

Speaker: Melusile Ndlovu, (SEA)
Topic: Advancing sustainability in energy at the city 
scale

Speaker: Patrick Rosslee (JoJo Tanks)
Topic: Strategies for rain water capture and usage

Speaker: Chris Haw
Topic: Solar Energy for Commercial Energy Users - 
case studies and discussions

Panel discussion – Question: What effect can wide 
spread implementation of water efficiency in build-
ings have on water demand in cities?

Panel discussion – Question: What are the 
fundamental impediments to achieving smart-
energy cities?

TEA

NETWORKING FUNCTION

OPTION 1 OPTION 3OPTION 2

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS:

AFFILIATES:



Exhibition space: 3m X 2m
Full Package R19 500 plus VAT

Included benefits:
Full package stand: shell scheme, carpeting, facia, lighting, power, desk and chairs

2 x Fully catered all conference pass for 3 days
Company logo on promotional material and website

Company/Product Profile (30 words) and logo in the event programme

23-28 JUNE 2015

SUSTAINABILITY

WEEK
GET READY TO PUT IDEAS IN MOTION

EXHIBITION SPACE

Award winning Megacity Skeleton project
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In 2015, Sustainability Week will through its innovative construction truly reflect the 
interconnectedness of the issues – the cause and effect of actions, and the need 
to balance interests in a bid to achieve the most appropriate approach in all cases.  
Sustainability is not a quick fix or a one-size-fits-all solution, it is about a process of 
reaching decisions, with due deference to the interests of all stakeholders, including 
those not in the room.  For the first time delegates will be able to attend sessions of 
different seminars as these are segmented and offered in multiple programmes. The 
construction allows people from different sectors to encounter the opportunities 
and challenges from one another’s perspectives, a primary step towards reaching 
consensus.   
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